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Objectives
• Review the different characters, such as habit,
texture and color, are used in tree identification
• Describe how leaf structure is used in tree
identification
• Describe how bud, leaf, flower, fruit, and twig
characters are used in tree identification
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Nomenclature
(Choosing of Names)
• Green Industry professionals probably use
scientific nomenclature more than any other
group.
• All subgroups (nursery, arborist, landscape)
must be able to communicate with each other
• Using scientific names provides a common
language for all groups to follow
– Like any foreign language, study, memorization and
practice are required to learn, master, and remember.

History
• Carl Von Linne
(Linnaeus) of Sweden
is credited for
establishing the
modern system in the
late 1700s
• Used Latin as a base
language because it
was the language of
scholars at the time
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Northern Red Oak Classification
Kingdom
→
Phylum (Division)
→
Class
→
Order
→
Family
→
Genus
→
Specific Epithet
→

Plantae
Tracheophyta
Magnoliopsida
Fagales
Fagaceae
Quercus
rubra

Quercus rubra is the species name of northern red oak
Italicize or underline: Quercus rubra

Problems with Common Names
• Cedar
–
–
–
–

Thuja – White Cedar, Western Red Cedar
Cedrus – Blue Atlas Cedar, Deodar Cedar
Juniperus – Red Cedar, Southern Red Cedar
Chamaecyparis – Port Orford Cedar
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Variety vs. Cultivar
• Variety: different appearance, but likely to
have the same feature when grown from seed

• Cultivar: clone vegetatively propagated
(cuttings or grafting), so plants of the same
cultivar are genetically the same as the original
plant. Seeds collected and grown from a cultivar
often do not resemble parent plant.

Variety
• Gleditsia triacanthos
var. inermis
• Thornless common
honeylocust
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Cultivar
• Common Name
– Red Maple

• Scientific Name
– Acer rubrum

• Cultivar
– Acer rubrum ‘October
Glory’
– Or cv. October Glory
– October Glory red maple

Can a Tree be Both a Variety and
Cultivar?
• Yes!
• Gleditsia triacanthos
var inermis ‘Sumburst’
• Sunburst Honeylocust
– A cultivar of the
thornless variety
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Other Nomenclature Designations
• Acer palmatum Thunb.
– Japanese Maple, named by Swedish botanist Thunberg

• Magnolia xsoulangeana, Saucer Magnolia
– The “x” indicates a hybrid between two different species
• A cross between M. denudate and M. liliiflora
• Could be either a natural or man-made cross

• Trademarked Names
– Ulmus parvifolia Alleé®
– Beula nigra Dura-HeatTM
• Plants cannot be propagated without a license

Plant Identification
• Same principles apply
that we use to identify
people
– Hair
– Skin
– Clothing

• Eventually, we learn to
recognize a person and
don’t need the specific
characters we needed
earlier
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Trees vs. Shrubs
Arbitrary Separation
• Tree – a tall woody plant having comparatively
great height and a often a single trunk. Usually
taller than 15 feet.

• Shrub – a low woody plant having several
stems. Usually shorter than 15 feet.

ID Characters
• Does the tree hold its leaves or needles year
round or does it drop them during the late fall
and winter?
– Deciduous aka Angiosperms: Leaves dropped in the
fall and new ones formed in the spring
• Maple, ash, oak, baldcypress
• Some angiosperms hold their leaves for longer
– Broad-leaved evergreens like rhododendrons and most
hollies

– Evergreen aka Conifer aka Gymnosperms: Leaves or
needles held for at least one full season, often longer
• Pine, spruce, fir
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Other Common Terms
• Softwood vs. Hardwood
– Evergreens vs. Deciduous

• Within deciduous trees
– Softwood vs Hardwood
• Dense wood species vs less dense wood species
– Willow/Poplar/Aspen vs. Oak, Hickory, Ash
– Hard maple (sugar maple) vs Soft maple (Silver Maple)

ID Characters
• Size
– Mature tree size
ranges from less than
10 feet to well over
100 feet
– Larger sized trees are
often referred to as
“Shade” trees
– Smaller sized trees
are often referred to as
“Ornamental” trees
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ID Characters
• Shape
– A tree’s shape can be
characteristic of the
species or type of tree

• Columnar trees are
narrow compared to
their width
– This is a columnar
English oak

ID Characters
Shape
• Pyramidal shape
tends to be triangular
• This pin oak’s winter
silhouette is
pyramidal
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ID Characters
Shape
• Crowns that are shaped
like a ball are said to be
rounded
• This white oak exhibits
the rounded form

ID Characters
Shape
• The oval shape tends to
be slightly taller than wide
• This form is shown by the
black tupelo, a somewhat
unusual tree for northern
Illinois, but common in
southern Illinois
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ID Characters
Shape
• Trees that are narrow at
the base and wide at the
top are called vase
shaped
• The American elm is a
classic example of this
shape

ID Characters
Trunk Habit
• Most trees have a single
trunk
– Dawn redwood

• Some species can be
found with either single or
multiple trunks
– In the nursery trade, we
often see birches sold as
multiple stem trees
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ID Characters
Texture
• Texture refers to the
overall appearance of the
tree.
– Is it fine or coarse?

• Coarse textured plants
tend to have larger leaves
and twigs
• Fine textured plants
usually have narrow or
small leaves and twigs

ID Characters
Texture
• Weeping willow has a fine
texture
– The thin stems allow it to
move with the wind to give
a graceful appearance

• Horsechestnut has a
coarse texture
– Its large, stout twigs and
large leaves give it a
massive appearance
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ID Characters
Shape
• Finally, we have the
weeping habit, where the
ends of the branches
hang down
• Weeping willows are a
classic example, although
weeping forms of many
tree species can be found

ID Characters
Bark Color
• Bark color can be quite
striking
– Especially when it is
different from the typical
dark grey or brown

• The bark of this European
beech and white birch are
distinctive
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ID Characters
Peeling or Multicolored Bark
• Some tree species
have bark that can
peel off the main
trunk
– Shagbark hickory has
bark that peels in large
plates
– London planetree has
bark that peels in thin
patches resulting in a
camouflage pattern

ID Characters
Patterned or Textured Bark
• A tree may have a
bark pattern that is
distinctive
– The striped maple has
alternating bands of
dark and light colored
bark
– Honeylocust has bark
that curls away from
the trunk in ridges
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ID Characters
Stem Color
• Twigs of different
trees can be different
colors
– These colors are most
noticeable on first year
twigs and tend to be
lost as years pass
– Red twig dogwood
– Sweet bay magnolia

ID Characters
Stem Shape
• Twigs can have many
characters that are
characteristic
– Zigzag like redbud
– Straight like Japanese
maple
– Thin, corky wings like
winged euonymus
– Thick, corky ridges like
sweetgum
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ID Characters
Thorns or Spines
• Thorns or spines may
be present on twigs
– Washington hawthorn
has sharp spines that
can pose a threat
while pruning

ID Characters
Leaf Scar Size and Shape
• The leaf scar forms at the
point where the leaf
petiole attaches to the
twig
– It becomes visible after the
leaf falls
– It can be very useful in the
winter
• The leaf scar of
Kentucky coffeetree is
very large
• For catalpa, it is round
and light colored
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ID Characters
Pith Form and Color
• Pith is found in the center
of the twig
– Solid like white ash
– Chambered like walnut
– Hollow like Deutzia (shrub)

• It can also have a
characteristic color from
the rest of the twig
– White like white ash
– Orange/brown like
Kentucky coffeetree

ID Characters
Leaf Structure
•

The leaf is a combination of two
parts:
– The leaf blade, the flat part of the
leaf
– The petiole or stalk that attaches
the blade to the twig

•

At the base of the leaf is the bud
– new stems and leaves will form
from buds the following spring
– Stipules are small leaf-like
structures found on some tree
species
• They may be modified into
thorns
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ID Characters
Buds
• Buds are growth points
• New shoots that will
ultimately form stems,
leaves, and fruit will
expand from the buds in
the spring
• There is an apical
meristem inside the bud
that produces the cells
that turn into all these
structures

ID Characters
Buds
• The terminal bud is
located at the tip of
the stem
– Terminal buds can
appear singly:
Beech
– Or, they can
appear clustered:
Oaks
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ID Characters
Buds
• The terminal bud scar
forms at the base of the
terminal bud at the end of
each season
• It can be found for
several years while the
twigs are still young
• The distance between the
terminal bud scale scars
provides a record of how
much the twig grew
during a given season

ID Characters
Buds
• Lateral buds are found
along the stem below
the terminal bud
• As we shall soon see,
how the buds are
arranged along the
stem is an important ID
characteristic
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ID Characters
Buds
• Like leaves, lateral buds
can be arranged either
opposite or alternate on
the twig (upper photo)
– Left: Forsythia
– Right: Cottonwood

• With some species, the
buds can be sunk into the
twig and difficult to see
(lower photo)
– Honeylocust

ID Characters
Buds
• Buds can have different
sizes (upper photo)
– Left: hackberry
– Middle: littleleaf linden
– Right: shagbark hickory

• They can also have
different shapes
– Left: Norway maple
– Middle: sweetgum
– Right: European beech
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ID Characters
Buds
• Buds that form flowers
often appear more
rounded compared with
buds that will produce
leaves or twigs
• This can be seen on the
flowering dogwood at
left

ID Characters
Buds
• Buds typically have an
outer covering composed
of one or more scales
– Left: scales that overlap are
called imbricate
• Ohio buckeye
– Middle: two scales that meet
together like a clam are
called valvate
• Tulip poplar
– Right: some buds only have
a single scale like a cap.
• Willow
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ID Characters
Buds
• Some buds do not
have any bud
scales. Such buds
are said to be
naked
– These viburnum
buds are naked,
and the young
leaves are exposed

ID Characters
Buds
• Some buds are
covered with fine
hairs. Such buds
are said to be
pubescent
– Top: Saucer
magnolia
– Bottom: ‘Bradford’
callery pear
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ID Characters
Leaf Form
• Form refers to weather the
leaf is simple or compound
– A simple leaf has a single leaf
blade
– In a compound leaf, the leaf
blade is sub-divided into
multiple leaflets

• The bud determines what to
consider as a single leaf
– A bud is always located at the
base of the leaf
– Locate the bud and everything
beyond that point is leaf tissue

ID Characters
Compound Leaf Form
• Leaflets attached across
from each other are said
to be “pinnate” or
“pinnately compound”
– The number of leaflets can
vary among leaves of the
same species, but usually
falls into a narrow range
• Boxelder: 3-5 leaflets
• Staghorn sumac: 13-27
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ID Characters
Compound Leaf Form
• In a bipinnate or twice
pinnate leaf, each leaflet is
divided again into
secondary leaflets
– The structure in the upper left
is a single leaf!
• There are no buds at the
base of the leaflets
• There will be a single bud
at the base of the
bipinnate leaf

• Sometimes, both pinnate
and bipinnate leaves can
be found on the same tree

ID Characters
Compound Leaf Form
• Compound leaves can
also have a “palmate”
form
– Leaflets are attached to the
petiole in a radial fashion,
like your fingers to your
palm
• This type of leaf is
called palmately
compound
• Ohio buckeye is an
example
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ID Characters
Leaf Form Review
• Simple vs Compound
• Pinnately compound vs
palmately compound
• Once pinnately
compound vs
bipinntately compound
or twice pinnately
compound

ID Character
Leaf Arrangement
• Leaf arrangement refers
to how the lateral buds
and leaves are arranged
on the stem
– Refers to the number of
leaves found at each node
• Opposite
• Alternate
• Whorled
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ID Characters
Leaf Arrangement
• Opposite
– Two leaves, either simple
or compound, are located
at each node
• Two buds, one for each
leaf, will be present

• Alternate
– Nodes are staggered on
either side of the stem

• Whorled
– Three or more leaves
attached at each node

ID Characters
Leaf Arrangement
•

•
•
•

Leaf arrangement is very
important because groups of
related species have the same
arrangement
Most trees are alternate
Few are whorled
Several are opposite
– MAD Horse
• Maples
• Ashes
• Dogwoods
• Horsechestnut and
Buckeye
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ID Characters
Leaf Margin
• The leaf margin refers to
the pattern found along
the edge of the leaf blade
– Entire or smooth
• A smooth margin with
no teeth or lobes
– Toothed or serrated
• Teeth are present
– They can be small or
fairly prominent
– Sometimes, each
tooth will have smaller
teeth

ID Characters
Leaf Margin
• If a leaf has deeper
cuts, the leaf is said
to be lobed
• Lobes can be shallow
or deep
– A leaf can be both
lobed and toothed
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ID Characters
Leaf Shape
• Leaf shape is an
important character
• Leaves can be long and
narrow
• Or, broad, oval, or round
• Or, anything in-between!

ID Characters
Leaf Blade Base and Tip
• Leaf bases can be vshaped, flat, heartshaped or uneven
• Leaf tips can be rounded,
pointed, or sharp
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ID Characters
Leaf Color
• While most leaves are
green during the season,
some species or varieties
have different colored
foliage
• Sometimes, the foliage
emerges one color and
remains the same all
season
– Purple sandcherry

ID Characters
Leaf Color
• Leaves can also
change color during
the season
• This Japanese maple
emerges red and then
fades to a purplishgreen as the season
progresses
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ID Characters
Leaf Color
• Leaves may have several
colors
• Such leaves are said to
be variegated
– Many selections have been
made of trees that show
variegated foliage
• The unusual foliage
makes for a highly
desirable tree for some
people

ID Characters
Leaf Surface
• If the leaf surface is
covered with fine hairs, it
often appears dull
– Termed “pubescent”
– Will feel rough to the touch

• A leaf without
pubescence will often
reflect sunlight giving it a
shiny appearance
– Termed “glossy”
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ID Characters
Flowers
•

•

•

Flowers can be large and
showy or small and
inconspicuous
They can be present only for a
short time, or they can be
produced continually through
the year
You can’t rely on flowers alone
as an ID character
– They may not be present
– If they are, they can make ID
easy, especially if showy

ID Characters
Flower Structure
• Flowers are the
reproductive part of the
tree
• Flowers, not foliage, are
used to classify trees
– That is why many related
trees look so different

• Most flowers contain both
male and female parts
• Many flowers do not
contain all the parts
shown here
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ID Characters
Flowers Male/Female
• Some species, like red
maple, have separate
male and female flowers
on the same plant
– Female flowers (left) have
pistils, not stamens
• Thin red structures are
pistils
– Male flowers (right) have
stamens, no pistils
• White structures are
stamens

• These species are said to
be “monoecious”

ID Characters
Flowers Male/Female
•

Catkins are slim, cylindrical
flower clusters found on trees.
– They often hang down, but not
always
– Most catkins contain only male
flowers, but may be only
female, too

•

Catkins are often formed late
in the summer and persist into
winter
– They make a good ID
character

Birch and pussy willow
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ID Characters
Flowers Male/Female
• This beech is another
example of a
monoecious species
– Female flowers at twig tip
– Male flowers below twig

ID Characters
Flowers Male/Female
•

Some tree species produce
only male flowers on one tree,
and female flowers on a
different tree
– They are called “dioecious”

•

•

Bayberry is a shrub with
separate male (left) and female
(right) plants
Ginkgo is a dioecious species.
Female trees produce a fruit
that smells terrible after it
drops from the tree
– Male trees, which do not form
fruit, are usually planted
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ID Characters
Flower Arrangement
• Flowers can be
found in different
arrangements
– Single: tuliptree
– Clusters: lilac

ID Characters
Flower Color
• Flower color can
be variable
– Single color:
callery pear
– Multiple colors:
saucer magnolia
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ID Characters
Flower Timing

Early Spring: Forsythia

Summer: Hydrangea

Mid/Late Spring: Crabapples
Fall: Common Witchhazel

ID Characters
Fruit
• The fruit contains the
seeds
• Fruit will only be
produced from female
flowers
• If there were no flowers,
there will be no fruit
• Type
– Fleshy
• Usually berry-like
– Dry
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ID Characters
Dry Fruit Types
• There are several types
of dry fruits
– Pods are slender, dry
fruits that hang from
branches and will split in
half
• Redbud, honeylocust
– Capsules are dry fruits
that will split into several
chambered sections
• Lilac, catalpa,

ID Characters
Dry Fruit Types
• Samaras are dry fruits
that have a thin, wing-like
part attached
– The wing catches the wind
and helps carry the seed
some distance from the
tree
• Ash and Maple
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Shagbark Hickory Nuts

ID Characters
Dry Fruit Types
• Nuts are a dry fruit that
are surrounded, wholly or
in part, by a tough husk
– The nut is inside the husk,
and the seed are inside the
nut
– The husk can be thick or
thin

• Acorns are a type of nut
with a thin husk
– Only oaks produce acorns
– Acorn structure can help
identify the oak species

Conifer Identification
• Conifers are different
• Use a somewhat different technique

Needle-like leaves

Scale-like leaves
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Pines
• Largest genus of trees in the cone-bearing
family
• All pines contain needles in clusters of 2 to 5

Spruce
• Spruces have tall gradually tapering trunks
• Four sides, sharp individual needles
• Form compact pyramidal or conical crowns
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Firs
• Firs also have generally tapering trunks
• Needles are flattened, soft, and flexible
• Often “crowd” towards top of branch

Summary
• Many tree characters are useful for both summer
and winter tree ID.
• Leaf characters are most useful for summer ID
• Sometimes, a tree needs to be observed over an
entire season to pick up the characters needed
to identify it.
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